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Engineering internship report conclusion

After completing my industrial training, I had been exposed to an IT technician and programmer's working life. During my internship I could learn more about defining an IT technician and programmer and prepare myself to become a responsible and innovative technician and programmer in the future. During my training I find that observing is a major element to find out the root cause of a problem. Not only for my project but also daily activities too. During my project, I work with my colleagues and operators to determine the problems. Also, the project indirectly helps me learn independently, discipline
myself, be considerate/patient, be confident, take initiative and have the ability to solve problems. In addition, my communication skills are also enhanced when communicating with others. During my training, when mistakes were made, I received criticism and advice from engineers and technicians. However, those recommendations are useful guidance for me to change myself and avoid myself making the same mistakes again. Other than that, I had developed my programming skills through the various programs I had done. It also helps sharpen the skills VB.net in 2013 than most programs were done
with the help of Visual Studios 2013. Overall, the activities I learned during industrial training are really helpful for me in the future to face challenges in a workplace. During industrial training, I realized that there are a few important things: critical and analytical thinking to organize our tasks and assignments, we need to analyze our problems and assignments and develop a good solution to the problem. We need to set out a contingency plan for a solution, to be well prepared for unpredictable situations. As kelly technicians and programmers always race against tight timelines and packed schedules,
management minimizes the right time facing an overdue deadline. Effective time management allows us to perform our assignment efficiently and meet our plans. Timing avoids wastage time and allows us to plan ahead, and gain more as a result. Opposing a Herculean goal seemed accessible at first glance, it is better to divide goals into a few achievable tasks, so that by performing those tasks we will gain more confidence. In the workplace, teamwork is vital in helping a strong organization. Teamwork is also essential in achieving the goals of the organization as an institution. In this way, communication
and sharing in the workplace is much needed. So we have to respect each other at work, and work together as a team instead of working alone. This is because it's easier to work together as a team in achieving our goals, rather than operating individually. I would like to once again appreciate anyone who has made my industrial training a wonderful experience writing an internship report is a relatively easy job to accomplish. It's you. Just supposed to discuss the company, industry, or organization briefly and describe what you learned there as an intern. How do you think this internship changes your
perspective on the workplace and what you do in terms of refining your professional skills. On the flip side, the conclusion of the internship report can be a bit tricky. As with all sorts of conclusions, you're not supposed to add anything out of the blue to the concluding section, however, you need to talk about something worthwhile and doesn't seem repetitive. Here's how you can achieve this: In the conclusion section of your apprenticeship report you can talk about the whole apprenticeship experience. You can also include what kind of skills or features you'd like to develop or work more on. What areas of the
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company you liked to work with. For example, you can discuss that you'd work directly with customers, or, you think you were more suitable for the company's technical management. This will help you understand what you actually want to do more on your professional horizon. On the other hand, it will help the firm develop better apprenticeship programs in the future. Maintain a professional tone and don't conclude. Your report can be read by your professors, top management of the company, and/or your future employers. You don't want to leave a bad experience by sounding childish and unprofessional.
The internship report concludes the pattern section, sample and example at the conclusion, this internship has been a very useful experience for me. I can safely say that my understanding of the work environment has greatly increased. However, I think that there are some aspects of the work that I could have done better and I needed to work on. I need to build more confidence in applying accounting principles. I realized that I could finish the job sooner than I did. Also, the technical parts of the work were a bit incomplete and I was asked several times to correct it. The two main things I learned after my
experience at this firm are the importance of managing time and being self-motivated. Writing an internship report is a relatively easy job to accomplish. You are mainly just supposed to discuss the company, industry, or organization briefly and describe what you learned there as an intern. How do you think this internship changes your perspective on the workplace and what you do in terms of refining your professional skills. On the flip side, the conclusion of the internship report can be a bit tricky. As with all sorts of conclusions, you're not supposed to add anything out of the blue to the concluding section,
however, you need to talk about something worthwhile and doesn't seem repetitive. Here's how you can achieve this: In the conclusion section of your apprenticeship report you can talk about the whole apprenticeship experience. You can also include what types of skills or features you'd like to have Or work more on it. What areas of the company you liked to work with. For example, you can discuss that you'd work directly with customers, or, you think you were more suitable for the company's technical management. This will help you understand what you actually want to do more on your professional
horizon. On the other hand, it will help the firm develop better apprenticeship programs in the future. Maintain a professional tone and don't conclude. Your report can be read by your professors, top management of the company, and/or your future employers. You don't want to leave a bad experience by sounding childish and unprofessional. The internship report concludes the pattern section, sample and example at the conclusion, this internship has been a very useful experience for me. I can safely say that my understanding of the work environment has greatly increased. However, I think that there are
some aspects of the work that I could have done better and I needed to work on. I need to build more confidence in applying accounting principles. I realized that I could finish the job sooner than I did. Also, the technical parts of the work were a bit incomplete and I was asked several times to correct it. The two main things I learned after my experience at this firm are the importance of managing time and being self-motivated. 1. RAY-HANS PRIVATE INSTRUMENTATION LIMITED SUMMER INTERNSHIP REPORT (20/06/2016 - 05/07/2016) MAR ATHANASIUS COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
KOTHAMANGALAM 686 666, KERALA Ph. Posted 0485-2822363 By: Amal Bobo B13ME410 Department of Mechanical Engineering Snake ATHANASIUS College of Engineering, KOTHAMANGALAM 2. Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Medical Sciences and Technical and Engineering Services, University of Medical Sciences and Technical and Engineering Services, University of Medical Sciences and Technical and Engineering Services, University of Medical Sciences and Technical Services and P g e Disclosure by the Supervisor of Internship is to confirm that I have read the
report and that the enclosed information is correct and contains no confidential information. Company: Supervisor Name: Supervisor Signature: Date: 3. Department of Mechanical Engineering, MACE KLM 2 | P g e acknowledges I am very grateful to the NEST Group for giving me the opportunity to do my summer training at their prestigious RAY-HANS Private Instrumentation Limited. It was a great learning experience for me to have worked on this site. I would like to extend my sincerest thanks to Mr. Aaron Kumar M C, General Manager, I would also like to express my heartfelt thanks to Mr. Naushad M,
the human resources manager, who sincerely welcomed me for the internship, Mr. Joby Devasia who guided and encouraged me all through summer training and transferring deep knowledge of the program, Mr. Sajit Mohan, QA/QC Head. I would also like to thank Mr. Corricosis A.J., who helped and guided me whenever I needed to. I would like to thank all the heads of the RAY-HANS department, for giving them valuable time and valuable guidance during my internship program. I am very grateful to Dr. Deviprasad Varma P R, Head of Department, Mechanical Engineering, March The Faculty of
Engineering, Kutmanagalam, was not possible to provide me with facilities to work in, without which this would have been possible. Last but not least; I would like to thank all ray-HANS family staff, for being very helpful during this summer training. 4. Department of Mechanical Engineering, MACE KLM 3 | P g e Preface every bachelor of technology student in mechanical engineering, an essential requirement to do 15 days internships in each organization is well valid. The purpose of this program is to familiarize students with the practical applications of theoretical concepts that are taught to them during the
course. It was a really good opportunity to have a close comparison of the theoretical concept in the practical context. This report may depict shortcomings on my behalf but it is still the output of a student's efforts for which I am pardoning. The output of my analysis is summarized in a form of internship, the contents of the report show the details of these sequences. 5. Department of Mechanical Engineering, MACE KLM 4 | P a g e Abstract The report covers the following aspects of internship: • Table of contents. • Introducing Ray-Hans Private Limited Instrumentation. • Ray Hans Sections. • Description of
learned tools and techniques. • Internship program. • Learned skills. • My role as an intern. • Conclusion. 6. Department of Mechanical Engineering, MACE KLM 5 | P a g e Table of Contents Acknowledgement.......................................................................................................................... Error! Marking is not defined. Introduction.......................................................................................................................................................... 3 Abstract............................... 4. Ray Hans Private Instrumentation Limited
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Rotary programs 15 skills and techniques learned in the internship................................................. 15 Role of Intern during internship ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 16 Conclusions............................................ 17 References ................................. 17 7. Department of Mechanical Engineering, MACE KLM 6 | P a g e Introduction Ray-Hans Precision Tools Private Limited Ray-hans Precision Tools Private Limited is a tooling
solution provider located in Special Economic Zone at Cochin, India, having around 250 employees. The use of world class equipment and imported machinery from leading manufacturing in Germany, Japan, Switzerland and the USA. Ray-hans provides an end to the solution for the molding industry starting from design to component manufacturing. And it is able to provide instrumentation of international standards to the electronics, automotive, electrical and IT sectors. Customer base includes TE connection, DELPHI DELPHI connection NPOL and Yazaki. Specializing in: • Injection mold design. •
Manufacturing injection molds, pressing tools and fixtures • Manufacturing precision machine parts • Production of capabilities and facilities of molded parts: methods, machines and supplies used for various machining process allows for the production of complex profiles and shapes required for the instrumentation industry at a precision level of 2 to 5 microns. In order to achieve the quality standards of the entire machining activities are carried out in a controlled atmosphere, so that the temperature difference does not cause any deviation in jobs when measured at the end of the customer. 8. Department of
Mechanical Engineering, MACE KLM 7 | P a g e Products and Services • Mould design o Multi-cavity molds o Hot Runner Molds • Manufacturing of Moulds &amp; Dies &amp; Fixtures. • Supply of precision machine parts. • Production of molded parts. Sections on Ray Hans Private Instrumentation Limited • Marketing Department.  Shop. • Department. • Department of Engineering Design • Shop Machinery.  N.C. Store. • Heat treatment shop.  Quality control. • Tool assembly. 9. Department of Mechanical Engineering, MACE KLM 8 | P Hot Marketing Department marketing department fulfills marketing
needs and work to ensure progress. o Market Research. o Product development. o Sales support. Store Major Functions: o Received goods o inspection of all receipts o storage and preservation o identification of all stored materials o handling materials o packaging o issue and despatch o maintenance of stock records o accounting stores o inventory control o stock getting heat treatment store is provided best in class machines and furnaces in this section. Equipped with 4 atmospheric furnaces, which enable hardening, stress relief, moods and retirees on steel are different tools. And he also learned about
sub-zero treatment. 10. Department of Mechanical Engineering, MACE KLM 9 | P a g e Five sections were designed for our internship. These were first introduced to all of us. Let us know what they are and what our role will be in that internship. We were happy to take responsibilities and get to the hands on the experience as it was the goal and purpose behind the program. In these meetings we watch closely how professionals are working to make that center unique and adorable for the outside world, it was an example for us to learn we are a better professional. Our apprenticeship design department
starts as we enter into the design department as the design is intended as the first step of any production and it displays the final result before wasting the material and it is the best tool to communicate with your shop men, technicians and others, so it's compulsory to have basic design knowledge for everyone. In the design section you deal with the language of the lines how they represent the final results of your dedicated work. We were first diverted to the draft and then to the appropriate design process Design section based on three stages • Design • Manual • Computer-assisted design (CAD) design
section. Quality Assurance Section. Machine Tool Shop. Tool assembly section. Plastic Molding Department. 11. Department of Mechanical Engineering, MACE KLM 10 | P a g e So we attended a Lecture on sketching on the very first day and started moving. Mr Joby Devasia's mentor introduced us with common design techniques and methods. Designing a step entering the design to draw the design on paper is an expert job so we were drawn to it. The technical design draft is also known as the draft, the practice and discipline of composing paintings that visually communicate how something functions or
is supposed to be made. Technical design is essential for communicating ideas in industry and engineering. To make it easier to understand paintings, people use familiar symbols, views, measurement units, pointing systems, visual styles, and page layouts. Together, such conventions form a visual language, helping to ensure that painting is unambiguous and relatively easy to understand. These draft conventions are condensed into internationally accepted standards and specifications, which go beyond the barrier to making technical language paintings a universal means of communicating complex
mechanical concepts. The sketch is a quickly executed, freehand painting that is intended as a finished work. Overall design is a quick way to register an idea for later use, especially when finished work is expensive and time-consuming. We were given a number of tasks to paint them and we did it for two days and it was a storm of thought and learning session. 12. Department of Mechanical Engineering, MACE KLM 11 | P a g e Computer Aided Design (CAD) Computer aided design (CAD) is the use of computer systems to assist in the creation, modification, analysis, or optimization of a design. CAD
software is used to increase designer productivity, improve design quality, improve communication through documentation, and create a database to build. CAD output is often in the form of electronic files for printing, machining, or other manufacturing operations. Mr. Ray Hans's thematic knowledge combined with a systematic approach to each task ensures the best quality and shorter lead time. A team of tool makers and process engineers review each design to ensure the convenience of manufacturing. The Design Center uses Creo 2.0 (ProE) software to design activities and is supported by template
flow analysis software. Ray Hans' expertise in hot and cold runner systems allows customer service to look high as well as generate low volumes. Hardened cores and cavitational plates and inserts are used for molds with higher volume components that ensure millions of photos without major overhauls. The duration of 7 days passes in no time but we learned a lot about mechanical design as we were given some tasks to complete, which It helped us understand PTC CREO 2.0 clearly. As a jigs in addition to their different standards and fixtures and design types were also elaborate. We thank all members
of the design team for their attention and cooperation. The production of quality assurance tools requires high end quality assurance, which is part and package of activity. We got exposed to a well defined Quality system, consisting of in process and final inspection which ensure 100% inspection for the entire die &amp; mould parts and also sampling inspection for molded components to meet the customer requirements. 13. Department of Mechanical Engineering, MACE KLM 12 | P a g e In this section we have basic knowledge of advanced measuring equipment such as CMMs, profile projectors, digital
alimeters, microscope instrument maker and surface tissue measurement devices. Machine Tool Shop. Designer creativity and tool engineer skills will not be integrated unless supported by equally competent manufacturing expertise and advanced machinery. Ray Hans Facility Machinery Tool Shop is managed by senior managers and qualified and skilled workers who have all the machinery for machining and manufacturing. As well as a section of paint fittings along with the calibration shop. In the machinery department store we view different machining and noted how they are making valuable raw
materials for the industry. At the time, a career was underway. Manufacturing facilities include: • Surface mill there are 20 surface mill machines of German and Japanese origin, of which two cnc surface grinding machines are. We experience carbide milling, which is inevitable for high speed stamping and feed grinding that produces unconventional blind profiles in surface mills. • Jig Grinding &amp; Profile Grinding Jig Grinding and profile grinding facility is capable of producing spare parts for High-speed stamping. Complex and detailed punches are carbide and dies made using profiling grinding machine.
Precision steering parts for molds and dies are finished in Jig grinding machine. 14. Department of Mechanical Engineering, MACE KLM 13 | P a g e • Wire EDM Wire EDM machines imported from Swiss, uses wires of diameter ranging from 0.1 mm to 0.25 mm and EDM Drilling machines can do the drilling up to a diameter of 0.3 mm. Different grades of stills, copper and carbide were also machined in these machines. These sophisticated machines process complex geometric shapes up to 150 mm high. Why EDM? EDM can easily machine parts with very thin walls, intricate geometry, narrow gaps, small
corner radius, very small features, etc. with virtually no mechanical stress. EDM can cut hardened steel, titanium, inconel and other difficult materials without traditional machining restrictions. EDM can achieve excellent level finish with no right burrs out of the car. EDM can reduce production costs by machining stacked parts using EDM wire as well as repairing a few for wires, sinkers and EDM pop holes. Use EDM Broaching for better accuracy, accuracy and finish, no need for a custom broach, and no risk of introducing unwanted residue into the finished section. Use EDM instead of short-term stamp for
direct cutting edge with sharp corners without shear or break as well as reduce costs by eliminating the need for special tools. • CNC milling is equipped with 5-axis CNC machining centers, which are capable of producing complex shapes in tool steel, graphite and copper. We saw dedicated machine work for graphite machining equipped with 42,000 rounds per minute of Duke's head. 15. Department of Mechanical Engineering, MACE KLM 14 | P g e • Swiss and Japanese EDM sinks made 10 CNC sink EDM machines, which are able to build 5 to 10 micron dimensional accuracy and there is a surface
roughness value of up to 0.2 Ra. These machines have a Quick Change robotic interface of up to 92 positions to perform continuous feeding of electrodes without manual interventions. To increase their productivity, it is equipped with a 3R reference system. Assembling instruments as we entered into Week 2 we were sent to the instrument assembly section. After the first day of the next day we were involved in discussions to erase the concepts of tool assembly, what the process is and how it's done. Tool assembly is an art that requires mechanical talent, experience and high-hand skills. The mold is well
assembled or die demanding very few trials and reforms. Workers experience a handful queuing to meet international manufacturing standards and practices.Precision machine parts individually are suitable for full matching. The systematic approach in the assembly process ensures a longer life for molds and dimensional consistency in the components. Our plastic molding department moves towards the PMD section after finishing the last 2 days' tool assembly for the plastic molding section there. That most modern part of PITAC was equipped with two modern medium capacity injection molding machines.
These machines are specially designed to obtain high-dimensional precision and consistency. They were equipped with interchangeable screw diameter with hot runner controller system. To support precise molding activity, use aboni FMX3-01 16 moisture decompositor. Department of Mechanical Engineering, MACE KLM 15 | P a g e Internship Rotational Plan o Design Section 1 WEEK 20/6/16-----26/6/16 o Quality Assurance section 1 DAY 27/6/16-----28/6/16 o Machine shop shop 2DAY 28/6/16-----30/6/16 o ASSEMBLY TOOL 2 DAY 2DAY 30/6/16-----02/7/16 o Plastic Molding Department 1DAY 04/7/16---
--05/7/16 Skills and techniques learned during internships contribute to career development by providing real work experiences that provide students with the opportunity to explore their interests and develop professional skills and competition. During the internship, opportunities are provided to apply what we learned in classes for real practice. We are expected to be challenged as well How our attitudes, beliefs and values influence the process. It was a valuable time here at RAY-HANS Private Instrumentation Limited and we learn unlimited here are a few points I summarized. 17. Department of
Mechanical Engineering, MACE KLM 16 | P a g e We learnt about the leadership &amp; Team work to do an effective work. We learnt about tactics to maintain discipline &amp; How to deal with workers. We learned how to control quality problems, material defects, laboratory testing of the hardness of a material and how to meet customers' demands. We also learned about design. In addition, important software like AutoCAD, Creo2.0, works solid. We have learned how to build a powerful team to achieve the goal and solve their problem. We have learned about the whole machining process and heat
treatment process. We have learned about the CNC machining process in cnc cells learn how to deal with problems in the industrial sector. We see the heat treatment department more closely and this helps us understand the heat treatment process. The plastic molding process was complete for us and we gathered the knowledge. We observe modern machines such as spark erosion and CMM machines along with pre machining center and small hole drilling machines. Eintrane's role during my internship i learned how to regulate myself in the workplace, how to deal with people at work - from boss to
caretakers. It's a good and quality experience; the necessary kind of experience as it helps you realize what you want in the future. It also took the opportunity to assess myself under these stressful situations. 18. Department of Mechanical Engineering, MACE KLM 17 | P G concluded this was a wonderful learning experience in RAY-HANS private instrumentation for two weeks in Kochi. I gained a lot of insight about almost every aspect of the plant. I was given exposure in almost every part of the factory. A friendly reception from all employees appreciated, sharing their experience and giving them peace of
mind that they have earned on the long journey of work. I am very grateful for the wonderful facility of RAY-HANS. I hope this experience will surely help me in my future as well as in shaping my career. I am absolutely confident that this facility has the ability to achieve its goals as stated in statement.by in its quality statement. We are committed to complying with the customer requirements and quality management system requirements and must strive to continuously improve the effectiveness of our quality management system to exceed customer resource expectations ※ •
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